
 
 

Math: K is learning to subtract. 
1st finished their unit on double digit 
adding and subtracting and are begin-
ning to create and use graphs. 
2a finished a unit on subtraction with 
regrouping and is beginning a unit on 
bigger numbers.  
2b is measuring with standard and met-
ric units. 
 
Language: The kindergarten reading 
groups are doing awesome!  One group 
is almost through the first 1st grade 
book and the other is in the sixth 1st 
grade book.  They are all working on 
phonics from the third Explode the 
Code book.  First graders are busy 
reading words with combinations like 
ough, eigh, and augh.  They are writing 
sentences and using suffixes and pre-
fixes.  Second grade finished a unit on 
adjectives.  They will begin a writing 
unit on descriptive writing.  
   
Science: We read about worms and an-
imals playing. Next up is beavers.  

hope   shaking  
hopes   making 
hoped  hiking 
hoping  coming 
like  smiled 
likes   been 
liked    any   
liking 
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Music: While the second graders 
learn to play a recorder with Miss A., 
K and 1st kids are working on 
rhythm activities with clapping and 
various instruments such as maracas, 
bells, and little cymbals.  
 
 
Bible: We have been learning about 
Solomon’s reign. We learned how he 
decided who a baby really belonged 
to and about the temple he built. We 
are memorizing part of a proverb he 
wrote.  
 
“Let love and faithfulness never 
leave you; bind them around your 
neck, write them on the tablet of your 
heart. Then you will win favor and a 
good name in the sight of God and 
man. Trust in the Lord with all your 
heart and lean not on your own un-
derstanding; in all your ways 
acknowledge him, and he will make 
your paths straight”  
Proverbs 3:3-6  
 

 

son    nothing  
won   lion  
none   lemon  
front   melon  
month  banana  
wonder  animal  
other   thousand  
mother         someone  
brother     somewhere  
another     father 
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